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Architect Diana Kellogg from New York City founded her firm Diana Kellogg
Architects in 1992. The firm is committed to sustainable design which got its
start in high-end residential but has evolved in its latter years into nonprofit
and community work. A guiding core principle of the company is its deference
to an existing sense of place and history -- creating spaces that provide for
communal interconnectivity.

ARCHITECT ICON

AN OVAL EMBRACE
Architect Diana Kellogg talks to us about the design intricacies of Gyan Center,
Rajasthan, that has won her worldwide critical acclaim
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ADI AT CERSAIE
2023

The Italian industrial design association ADI is continuing its collaboration with
Cersaie, the most important international exhibition for the world of ceramic
tiles and bathroom furnishings, architecture and design which will be held this
year in the Bologna Exhibition Centre from 25 to 29 September 2023 with the
participation of over 600 exhibitors from 25 countries. 

ADI has been partnering with Cersaie for about ten years as part of its core
mission to promote the development of industrial design as a cultural and
economic phenomenon and to support the responsible and sustainable
improvement of living conditions for all. For this purpose, ADI will present two
awards in recognition of the quality of products exhibited at Cersaie 2023.
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Ruchika Chhabria, founder of Ruchika Chhabria Interiors, is a talented interior
designer with an illustrious work experience of 12 years. Armed with a Masters
in Interior Architecture from UCLA and a degree in Project Management, her
creative acumen is matched only by her technical expertise. She has left an
indelible mark on the global design landscape, lending her artistic vision to an
array of prestigious projects spanning hotels and residences across different
continents. Her remarkable journey has seen her work with esteemed firms
such as Hirsch Bedner Associates, Wilson Associates, and Earth Bound Homes,
where she contributed her unique flair to creating captivating and awe-
inspiring spaces.

Ruchika Chhabria's latest project, Cray Craft, a captivating restaurant and bar
in Mumbai shines with an earthy elegance that transcends mere aesthetics
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